International Schools
M&A Update
International and private pay schools remain highly sought
after by investors from across the globe

Market overview
▪ The schools market remains highly attractive to private equity and other
investors for three key reasons:
▪ High barriers to entry: a global and reputable brand takes years to
build. When combined with property issues and losses prior to maturity,
these factors make the schools market difficult for new entrants without
significant capital
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▪ Recurring revenues and stable margins: fees paid in advance and
relatively fixed overhead bases provide high visibility of earnings
▪ Scarcity of assets: a shortage of high quality schools available for sale
mean that prices upon exit are high
▪ Given these strong drivers, investors continue to back international schools
groups undertaking aggressive acquisition strategies
▪ By obtaining scale through acquisition, these groups enjoy significantly
higher exit multiples than individual schools and investors therefore gain
the benefit of “multiple arbitrage” – the recent sale of Cognita to Jacobs
was an excellent example of this

“There is a significant amount
of capital across the globe
earmarked for investment
into the international schools
market. A shortage of high
quality schools for sale is
driving valuation multiples to
very high levels. It is therefore
an excellent time for owners
to consider a sale in order to
maximise value.”

Active acquirers in the International Schools market
Trade Acquirers

Private Equity Backers

Scale

Scale

The number of schools
and pupils are relevant in
terms of value

The number of schools
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terms of value
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Value drivers
Drivers of higher valuations
Scale

Fees & Reputation

Location

The number of schools
and pupils are relevant in
terms of value

Higher fees and a premium
reputation will generally
driver higher valuations

Schools in premiums
locations such as central
London will command
higher valuations

Common challenges to valuation
Maturity

Property

Economic cycle

Early stage schools will likely
be loss making despite
significant investment

Certain buyers will view
freehold ownership as a
positive, whilst others may
view it as a negative

Sensitivity of average fees
and enrolments to the
assessment of future
economic climate

Notable recent deals
Date

Target

Target description

Acquirer/investor

Acquirer type

May-19

Vietnamese private education platform which
operates a number of schools

Private equity

Mar-19

Newly founded UK-based independent schools group

Private equity

Dec-18

Global private schools group, with 74 schools in nine
countries

Private equity

Dec-18

K12 unit of New Zealand’s largest private schools
operator

Trade

Jun-18

Co-educational pre-prep and prep school in London

Trade

Feb-18

Operator of private-pay schools across the USA

Private equity

Jan-18

International school based in Costa Rica

Trade

Jan-18

Co-educational day and boarding school based in
East Sussex

Trade

Dec-17

Premium international school in São Paulo, Brazil

Trade

Oct-17

Group of private schools operating in California

Private equity

High quality, hands-on advice

Supporting management teams, owner managers and
family shareholders raise finance, execute acquisitions or
realise value through a sale process

Company Sales

Acquisitions

Management Buy-outs

Debt Raises
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